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1 Introduction
•

Hicks Kennard (2004) [HK] develops an atemplatic analysis of reduplication in Tawala (Papua New Guinea,
Oceanic, Austronesian; Ezard 1997), set within Base-Reduplicant Correspondence Theory (BRCT; McCarthy & Prince 1995).

⋆

Today, I will show that HK's analysis needs to be revised slightly in order to account for two problems:

(1)

An unconsidered alternative candidate for one of the consonant-initial patterns motivates a more
articulated version of

Contiguity-BR

(McCarthy & Prince 1995), which relativizes violations to

consonants and vowels.
(2)

The treatment of repeated identical syllables requires restricting the relevant markedness constraint
to

→

word-initial position.

These changes have the overall eect of re-characterizing the system as targeting minimal reduplication
(e.g. Hendricks 1999, Zuko 2016; cf. Saba Kirchner 2010, 2013), rather than a foot-sized reduplicant.

•

I conclude by considering the ramications of this approach for what would otherwise appear to be gradient

Contiguity

violations, and showing why this analysis should be preferred to a potential Morphological

Doubling Theory (Inkelas & Zoll 2005) analysis of the same data (Zuko 2021a,b).

2 Data preview
•

The Tawala durative exhibits four distinct reduplicant shapes, whose distribution is phonologically predictable (see HK, drawing on Ezard 1980, 1997; see also Haugen & Hicks Kennard 2011 [HHK]):

(3)

Reduplicant-shape alternations in Tawala

Type
Type
Type
Type

•

A:
B:
C:
D:

C1 V1 .V2 -initial bases reduplicate as C1 V2
C1 V1 .C2 V2 -initial bases reduplicate that whole string
VC-initial bases reduplicate VCRoots beginning in a repeated CV sequence reduplicate by doubling the rst root vowel

These patterns are schematized and exemplied in (4):

(4)

Tawala reduplicant shapes by base type

Base shape

Red. shape

Example forms

A.

C1 V1 .V2 X

→

C1 V2 -

e.g. be.i.ha

→

bi-be.i.ha

`search/be searching'

[HK:312]

B.

C1 V1 .C2 V2 X

→

C1 V1 .C2 V2 -

e.g. hu.ne.ya

→

hu.ne-hu.ne.ya

`praise/be praising'

[HK:307]

C.

V1 C1 X

→

V1 .C1 -

e.g. a.tu.na

→

a.t-a.tu.na

`rain/be raining'

[HHK:12]

D.

C1 V1 .C1 V1 X

→

V1 -doubling

e.g. gu.gu.ya

→

g-u.-u.gu.ya

`preach/be preaching'

[HK:305]
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3 Consonant-initial roots: Type A & Type B reduplication
→
•

I will rst focus on Types A and B, because HK's analysis turns out to not quite work for them.
Type B is the most common root shape, and has many examples (5). Many of these have morphologically
complex bases, but this does not appear to have any impact on reduplication.

(5)

More examples of Type B reduplication (Ezard 1980:147; cf. Ezard 1997:41)

Simplex

•

Reduplicated (durative)

hopu

→

hopu-hopu

`to go down'

geleta

→

gele-geleta

`to arrive'

hune-ya

→

hune-hune-ya

`to praise (tr.)'

kima-ya

→

kima-kima-ya

`to bite (tr.)'

paliwele-ya

→

pali-paliwele-ya

`to speak to someone'

hanahaya

→

hana-hanahaya

`to bite'

bahanae

→

baha-bahanae

`to speak' (talk-go)

kawamoina

→

kawa-kawamoina

`to proclaim true' (proclaim-true)

nugotuhu

→

nugo-nugotuhu

`to think' (mind-#)

hinimaya

→

hini-hinimaya

`to be ashamed' (skin-feel)

menamaga

→

mena-menamage

`to be two-faced' (tongue-many)

lupahopu

→

lupa-lupahopu

`to jump down' (jump-down)

There are much fewer CVV-initial roots. The primary pattern is Type A reduplication (6), but it must be
admitted that there are just as many exceptions (7). I analyze only the Type A forms.

(6)

More examples of Type A reduplication (Ezard 1980:147, 1997:43)

Simplex

(7)

Reduplicated (durative)

ga.e

→

ge-ga.e

`to go up'

ho.u.ni

→

hu-ho.u.ni

`to put it'

be.i.ha

→

bi-be.i.ha

`to search'

to.u

→

tu-to.u

`to weep'

wa.o

→

wo-wa.o

`to dig a hole for planting'

Other reduplication patterns for CVV roots (Ezard 1980:147, 1997:43)

Simplex

Reduplicated (durative)

Simplex

a. C1 V1 -reduplication

Reduplicated (durative)

b. C1 V1 V2 -reduplication

ne.i

→

ne-ne.i

`to come'

ho.e-ya

→

ho.e-ho.e-ya

`to open (tr.)'

ge.i

→

ge-ge.i

`to come up'

bu.i

→

bu.i-bu.i

`to turn over'



→

ko-ko.e

`to nish'

wo.e

→

wo.e-wo.e

`to paddle'

Simplex

Reduplicated (durative)

c. C1 i-reduplication

pe.u

→

pi-pe.u

`to fall'
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3.1 HK's analysis
•

HK derives Type A primarily through the operation of two constraints:

•

The rst constraint is

→

*Repeat

(8), which bans adjacent identical syllables.

I am going to use a more specic version of this constraint,

*Repeat(initial)

(9), for reasons which

will become clear below.
(8)

*Repeat: Assign one violation * for each pair of adjacent identical syllables. (HK:310; cf. Yip 1995)

(9)

*Repeat(initial):

•

The other constraint is

Assign one violation * for each word-initial pair of adjacent identical syllables.

Align-Root-L

(10), which prefers minimizing the length of the reduplicant,

because the root is displaced from the left edge by one for each segment in the reduplicant.
(10)

Align-Root-L:

Assign one violation * for each segment which intervenes between the left edge

of the root and the left edge of the word. (HK:309; cf. McCarthy & Prince 1993a, Hendricks 1999)

•

These constraints must outrank

Contiguity-BR,

the constraint requiring contiguous copying (dened

categorically in (11a), but gradiently in (11b)), in order to generate Type A's discontiguous copying (12d).

◦ Align-Root-L prefers short reduplicants, favoring (12c,d) over (12a,b).
◦ *Repeat(init) penalizes (12c) for its initial repetition ([be]σ [be]σ ).
◦ Contig-BR penalizes (12d) because [bi] is not a contiguous substring of
(11)

Contiguity-BR

( Don't skipBR ):

the base.

(HK:308; cf. McCarthy & Prince 1995)

a.

Assign one violation * if the reduplicant doesn't correspond to a contiguous substring of the base.

b.

For a reduplicant string r1 ...rn standing in correspondence with a base string b1 ...bn , assign one
violation * for each segment between b1 and bn which lacks a correspondent in r1 ...rn .

(12)

Type A reduplication: CV.V bases

/red,

⋆

Align-Root-L

a.

be.i.ha-be.i.ha

5!

b.

be.i-be.i.ha

3!

c.

be-be.i.ha

d.

→

*Repeat(init)

beiha/

☞

So, as long as

*!

2

bi-be.i.ha

*Repeat(init)

Contiguity-BR

2

and

Align-Root-L

outrank

*

Contiguity-BR,

we correctly select (12d).

However, this ranking wrongly predicts discontiguous copying also for Type B, i.e. candidate (13d), which
was not considered by HK (nor by Haugen & Hicks Kennard 2011).

(13)

Type B reduplication: CV.CV bases

/red,

huneya/

a.
b.

§

c.
d.

Align-Root-L

hu.ne.ya-hu.ne.ya

6!

hu.ne-hu.ne.ya

4!

hu-hu.ne.ya

,

*Repeat(init)

*!

Contiguity-BR

2

he-hu.ne.ya

2

*(*)

•

With the current constraints, there should be no dierence in the constraint interaction:

•

But do note that we have a potential dierence with respect to

→
→

We should continue to select the C1 V2 - candidate (13d).

Contiguity:

If we adopt (some version of ) the gradient denition (11b), there's one more violation in (13d) than (12d).
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3.2 My proposed x: relativized Contiguity
•

The two patterns are distinguished by the nature of their (would-be) discontiguity:

(14)

a.

Type A skips only vowels (base V1 ): bi-b e .i.ha

b.

For Type B, the problematic discontiguous candidate (13d) also skips a consonant (base C2 ) in
addition to a vowel (base V1 ): *he-h u.n e.ya

→

We can take advantage of this distinction if we relativize

(15)

ContiguityC-B(→)R

Contig-BR

to consonants (15) and vowels (16):

( Don't skip C'sBR ):

For a reduplicant string r1 ...rn standing in correspondence with a base string b1 ...bn , assign one
violation * for each
(16)

consonant

ContiguityV-B(→)R

between b1 and bn which lacks a correspondent in r1 ...rn .

( Don't skip V'sBR ):

For a reduplicant string r1 ...rn standing in correspondence with a base string b1 ...bn , assign one
violation * for each

•

vowel

between b1 and bn which lacks a correspondent in r1 ...rn .

If we sandwich the size restrictor constraint

Align-Root-L

between the relativized

Contig

constraints

as shown in (17), we derive the right results (18, 19).
(17)

•

Ranking: ContigC-BR ≫ Align-Root-L ≫ ContigV-BR

Splitting up

Contig

has no eect on Type A (because there's no medial consonant to skip), so the

evaluation looks exactly the same as before:
(18)

Type A reduplication with relativized

/red,

*Repeat(init)

beiha/

ContigC-BR

Aln-Rt-L

a.

be.i.ha-be.i.ha

5!

b.

be.i-be.i.ha

3!

c.

be-be.i.ha

d.

→

Contiguity

☞

*!

2

bi-be.i.ha

2

But for Type B, the new high-ranked

ContigV-BR

ContigC-BR

*

can rule out the discontiguous copying candidate

because its discontiguity includes a consonant (unlike Type A).

◦ *Repeat(init)

and

ContigC-BR

now rule out both minimal copying candidates (19c,d), and so the

next shortest possible (C-contiguous) reduplicant (19b) is selected.
(19)

Type B reduplication with relativized

/red,

huneya/

a.
b.
c.

☞

Contiguity

*Repeat(init)

ContigC-BR

Aln-Rt-L

hu.ne.ya-hu.ne.ya

6!

hu.ne-hu.ne.ya

4

hu-hu.ne.ya

*!

ContigV-BR

2

d.

he-hu.ne.ya

*!

2

e.

hu.e-hu.ne.ya

*!

3

4

*
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You can't nagle a short reduplicant by copying a non-initial syllable because
requires copying from the left edge, outranks

(20)

Anchor-L-BR:

Align-Root-L

Type B reduplication and

/red,
a.

(HK:307; cf. McCarthy & Prince 1995, Shaw 2005)

Anchor-L-BR

huneya/

☞

(20), which

Assign one violation * if the leftmost segment of the reduplicant does not corre-

spond to the leftmost segment of the base.
(21)

Anchor-L-BR

(21).

Anchor-L-BR

Align-Root-L

hu.ne-hu.ne.ya

4

b.

ne-hu.ne.ya

*!

2

c.

u-hu.ne.ya

*!

1

3.3 A note on stress and feet
•

HK includes a constraint requiring a left-aligned foot in reduplicated words.

◦
◦

She asserts that this helps generates disyllabic copying in Type B.
But, as can be seen from my revised analysis, this is not necessary. (And I don't think it actually
follows from her account to begin with.)

⋆

The way in which it still may be relevant is that reduplicated words do show a divergent stress pattern.

•

Tawala's typical stress pattern is as follows (Ezard 1997:4445, HK:305306):

(22)

•

Tawala stress
a.

Primary stress on the penult

b.

Secondary stress on alternating syllables to the left

[bá.da] `man', [te.wá.la] `child'
[kè.du.lú.ma] `woman'

The one exception to (22b) is found in reduplication: there is a requirement that the initial syllable of the
reduplicant be stressed, even if this leads to a lapse (23ac) or a clash (23d).

(23)

Stress in reduplication (Ezard 1997:44, HK:306307)

Lapses in reduplication
a.

i-dè.wa-de.wá.ya

(*i-de.wà-de.wá.ya)

`he/she/it is doing it'

b.

ina-bù.li-bu.lì.li.má.i

(*ina-bu.lì-bu.lì.li.má.i)

`he/she/it will be running here'

c.

kà.da-ka.dá.u

(*ka.dà-ka.dá.u)

`be traveling'

(*a.p-á.pu)

`be baking'

Clashes in reduplication
d.

•

à.p-á.pu

We could account for this with feet, by saying that a foot is constructed beginning on the rst syllable of
the reduplicant and terminating before the rst syllable of the base.

◦
◦
•

This would be a binary foot in cases like (23ac) but a unary foot in cases like (23d).
Therefore, foot binarity would not seem to be playing any role in determining reduplicant shape.

But we can also do this straightforwardly with the following foot-free stress constraints (e.g. Elenbaas &
Kager 1999, Gordon 2002; following Prince 1983, Selkirk 1984, a.o.; cf. Zuko 2021a on Ponapean):

(24)

Stress constraints
a.
b.
c.

StressL-Red: Assign one violation * if the reduplicant-initial syllable is unstressed.
*Clash: Assign one violation * if for each pair of adjacent stressed syllables.
*Lapse: Assign one violation * if for each pair of adjacent unstressed syllables.
5
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Other stress issues
∗

We can derive xed penultimate stress with high-ranked

don't have two unstressed syllables at the right edge ).

NonFinality (don't stress the nal syllable ) and *LapseRight

(

∗

The one exception to penultimate primary stress (Ezard 1997:45) is when the antepenult has a lower vowel than the
penult and the penult is onsetless or has an onset [l]. Whatever the right formulation of the markedness constraint based
on vowel height, that constraint outranks

*LapseRight,

allowing for stress retraction to the antepenult. Because of

this stress pattern, we get a clash also in [bì-bé.i.ha].

•

If

StressL-Red

outranks the constraints on alternating rhythm, we will generate clashes and lapses just

in reduplication:
(25)

Clashes in reduplication

/red,

☞

a.

(26)

à.p-á.pu

b.

a.p-á.pu

c.

à.pu-á.pu

Align-Root-L

*Clash

2

*

[2-10]
[0-10]

*!

*Lapse

2

[20-10]

3!

Lapses in reduplication

/red,

StressL-Red

dewaya/

☞

a.

•

StressL-Red

apu/

dè.wa-de.wá.ya

[20-010]

b.

de.wà-de.wá.ya

[02-010]

c.

dè.wa.yà-de.wá.ya

Align-Root-L
4

*!

[202-010]

*Clash

*Lapse
*

4
6!

But note from losing candidates (25c) and (26c), where the reduplicant is extended to avoid the stress
problems, that the stress constraints have no impact on what gets copied.

→

This reiterates that the language is not treating the (binary) foot as the target shape in reduplication.

4 Vowel-initial roots: Type C reduplication
•

The Type C pattern, where vowel-initial roots copy their initial VC- string, exemplied further in (27):

(27)

More examples of Type B reduplication (Ezard 1980:147, 1997:42)

Simplex
a.pu

→

a.p-a.pu

e.no

→

e.n-e.no

`to sleep'

a.m

→

a.m-a.m

`to eat'

u.ma

→

u.m-u.ma

`to drink'

a.tu.na

→

a.t-a.tu.na

`to rain'

o.to.wi

→

o.t-o.to.wi

`to make an appointment'

"

•

Reduplicated (durative)

"

`to bake'

This pattern follows completely from existing rankings, as shown in (28):

6
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Type C reduplication: VC-copying

/red,

☞

b.

*Repeat(init)

atuna/

a.

∗

Contiguity in Tawala Reduplication

Anchor-L-BR

Align-Root-L

a.tu.-a.tu.na

3!

a.t-a.tu.na

2

c.

a.-a.tu.na

d.

t-a.tu.na

With these constraints,

Onset

*!

1
*!

1

(29) turns out to be unnecessary, even though we might have expected it

to be responsible for eliminating (28a) and (28c), as it is in HK's analysis.

→
(29)

*Repeat(init) and

Align-Root-L

can do the job on their own.

Onset: Assign one violation * for each onsetless syllable. (HK:306; cf. Itô 1989, Prince

& Smolensky 2004)

5 Type D reduplication, *Repeat, and TETU
•

We've now used *Repeat (or the more specic *Repeat(init)) to account for:

(30)

•

a.

The lack of C1 V1 - reduplication in consonant-initial roots (Types A & B), and

b.

The lack of V1 - reduplication for vowel-initial roots (Type C).

HK (and HHK) also uses this constraint to help analyze Type D reduplication, where V1 doubles inside
the base just in case the base begins in two identical syllables.

◦
(31)

The attested instances of this pattern are shown in (31):

More examples of Type D reduplication (Ezard 1980:148, 1997:44, HK:305)

Simplex

Reduplicated (durative)

gu.gu.ya

→

gu.u.gu.ya

`preach/be preaching'

to.to.go

→

to.o.to.go

`be sick/be being sick'

ta.ta.wa

→

ta.a.ta.wa

`tremble/be trembling'

te.te

→

te.e.te

`cross/be crossing (a bridge)'

ki.ki

→

ki.i.ki

`strangle/be strangling'

5.1 *Repeat outside of reduplication
•

However, *Repeat (both the specic and the more general version) is freely violated outside of reduplication (HHK:2426), including within roots, across compound boundaries, and at other base-ax junctures.

◦
◦
(32)

This is illustrated for the root /totogo/

[to.to.go] `be sick' (Ezard 1997:33, HK:305) in (32).

None of the conceivable means of avoiding the repetition are employed, and the violation is tolerated.
*Repeat(init) violations permitted outside of reduplication

/red,
a.

⋆

→

totogo/

☞

Max-IO

Dep-IO

Ident-IO

to.to.go

b.

to.ti.go

c.

to.pa.to.go

d.

to.go

*Repeat(init)
*

*!
*!*
*!*

This means that the avoidance of repeated identical (initial) syllables in reduplication in Tawala is an
instance of the emergence of the unmarked (TETU; McCarthy & Prince 1994), as argued by HK & HHK.

7
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5.2 Analyzing Type D reduplication
•

HK & HHK analyze the Type D vowel-doubling pattern as an extreme instantiation of TETU:

→
◦

The reduplicant surfaces as an inxed copy of base-V1 in order to break up the root's repeated syllables.
constructions, i.e., inxation via violation of

(33)

*Repeat that is not available in non-reduplicative
Align-Red-L (33).

Inxal reduplication provides a unique way to satisfy

Align-Red-L:

Assign one violation * for each segment which intervenes between the left edge of

the reduplicant and the left edge of the word.

•

(HK:307)

The complete analysis is shown in (34) (superscripts indicate correspondence):

(34)

Type D reduplication: V-doubling

/red,

g1 u2 g3 u4 y5 a6 /

Faith-

*Repeat

Anch-

Aln-

Aln-

IO/BR

(init)

L-BR

Red-L

Rt-L

*Repeat

a.i.

g1 u2 .-g1 i2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

2

a.ii.

g1 i2 .-g1 u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

2

*

a.iii.

u2 .g3 -u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

2

*

b.i.

g1 u2 .g3 u4 .-g1 u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

4

***

b.ii.

g1 u2 .-g1 u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

2

**

b.iii.

g1 u4 .-g1 u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

2

**

c.i.

u2 .-g1 u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

1

*

c.ii.

y5 a6 .-g1 u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

2

*

c.iii.

g1 -u4 .y5 -u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

d.i.
d.ii.

☞

g1 -u2 -.u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

1
1

g1 -u2 .g3 -u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6

*!

1

**

Highlights:

•

Trying to do Type B reduplication (34b.i) obviously gives you a *Repeat(init) violation (indeed three
*Repeat violations for four identical syllables in a row).

•

Trying to do Type A reduplication (34b.iii) doesn't even x the *Repeat(init) violation in this case,
because V = V . (It also picks up a ContigC-BR violation, as would a candidate *[g1 -u2 .y5 -u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6 ].)

•

You could turn it into Type C reduplication (34a.iii) by deleting the root-initial consonant, but this fatally

1

violates

•

2

Faith-IO.

The (c) candidates all violate

Anchor-L-BR

base segment immediately to their right.

→

1

because they start with a copy of something other than the

As long as we have the crucial rankings in (35), we correctly derive candidate (34d.i) [g1 -u2 .-u2 .g3 u4 .y5 a6 ],
which inxes a copy of V1 between base-C1 and base-V1 .

∗ Contiguity-IO must also be low-ranked, since the base doesn't correspond to a contiguous input string.

(35)

•

Ranking: *Repeat(init), Anchor-L-BR ≫ Align-Red-L

This type of inxation is the only way to avoid the *Repeat(init) violation without modifying the base,
and so it is selected, even though it results in a non-canonical reduplicant shape and reduplicant position.

1

In order to prefer desired candidate (34d.i) over candidates (34c.i) and (34c.ii), it must be the case that the base of reduplication
initiates with the immediately following segment (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1993b, Urbanczyk 1996). If the base instead
comprised the entire non-reduplicative string (Lunden 2004) or some other constituent (Shaw 2005, Haugen 2009), the two
candidates would have an equivalent violation prole on the current constraints (i.e. both violating
tie would be broken, wrongly in favor of (34c.i), by lower-ranked

8
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5.3 Why not general *Repeat?
•

As can be veried from the tableau in (34), the general *Repeat constraint, if ranked in the position of
the more specic *Repeat(init), would be sucient to select the correct output.

•

The reason we need the more specic *Repeat(init) is because we do nd non-initial repetitions in reduplicated forms, something which would not be predicted by high-ranked *Repeat:

(36)

Predictions about V-doubling for the dierent *Repeat's

Underlying initial repetition
a.

*Repeat(init) prediction:

✓
b.

/#C1 V1 C2 V2 (X)/

•

/#C1 V1 C2 V2 (X)/

→

Underlying non-initial repetition

V-doubling inxation to avoid a word-initial repetition

[#C1 -V1 -V1 C2 V2 (X)]

*Repeat prediction:

✓
∗

→

(X = at least one segment)

✗

/XC1 V1 C2 V2 (X)/

→

[XC1 -V1 -V1 C2 V2 (X)]

V-doubling inxation to avoid any repetition

[#C1 -V1 -V1 C2 V2 (X)]

✓

/XC1 V1 C2 V2 (X)/

→

[XC1 -V1 -V1 C2 V2 (X)]

This is what McCarthy (2003), Yu (2007) would call hyper-inxation.

There is at least one relevant base which can disambiguate between these two predictions, in favor of
*Repeat(init) (i.e prediction (36a)):

(37)

•

kilolo `urinate'

kilo-kilolo `urinating' (*kil-o-o-lo )

[Ezard 1997:61, HK:307]

We can see the argument most clearly if we try getting rid of *Repeat(init), as in (38):

◦
◦
→
(38)

Since the reduplicant is by default a prex, we know that

Align-Red-L ≫ Align-Root-L.

From the Type D cases, we know that some version of *Repeat must dominate

Align-Red-L.

Implementing these rankings, we incorrectly derive inxation (38c):

Can't derive /kilolo/

/red,
a.

c.

→

[kilo-kilolo] (Type B reduplication) without *Repeat(init)

k1 i2 l3 o4 l5 o6 /

*Repeat

k1 i2 .l3 o4 .-k1 i2 .l3 o4 .l5 o6

§

k1 i2 .-k1 i2 .l3 o4 .l5 o6

b.

•

→

Align-Red-L

*!

4

*!*

2

k1 i2 .l3 -o4 .-o4 .l5 o6

,

Align-Root-L

3

This shows that the general *Repeat constraint must rank below

Align-Red-L.

But if this were the only

active *Repeat constraint, we would no longer be able to generate Type D inxation at all.

⋆

Allowing *Repeat(init) to rank high while general *Repeat is ranked low (or non-existent), we derive
the correct results for /kilolo/:

◦ *Repeat(init)

correctly rules out C1 V1 - reduplication (39b), but does not penalize retaining the un-

derlying non-initial repetition in desired candidate (39a).

◦
(39)

This allows
/kilolo/

Align-Red-L

→

to eliminate the inxal candidate (39c).

[kilo-kilolo] (Type B reduplication) with *Repeat(init)

/red, k1 i2 l3 o4 l5 o6 /
a.

☞

*Repeat

Align-

Align-

(init)

Red-L

Root-L

k1 i2 .l3 o4 .-k1 i2 .l3 o4 .l5 o6

b.

k1 i2 .-k1 i2 .l3 o4 .l5 o6

c.

k1 i2 .l3 -o4 .-o4 .l5 o6

*!
3!

9
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*
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Using *Repeat(init) also comports with the one attested vowel-initial root with identical V1 and V2 ,
which attests Type C reduplication that creates medial identical syllables:

(40)

∗

o.to.wi `make an appointment'

→

o.t-o.to.wi

[Ezard 1980:147; Inkelas & Zoll 2005:95, HHK:26]

This form is cited in Ezard (1980), an early paper on reduplication in Tawala, but not in Ezard (1997), the subsequent
Tawala grammar. HHK (26) suggest that this might mean that the form is erroneous. The only aspect of the analysis

Repeat and Align-Root-L.

hinging on this form is whether we can establish a crucial ranking between *

•

In (41), we see that general *Repeat must be ranked below

Align-Root-L,

or else candidate (41a), which

additionally copies V2 to avoid the medial repetition, would be preferred to desired candidate (41b).
(41)

Type C reduplication for /otowi/ with *Repeat(init)

/red,
a.
b.

⋆
→

☞

*Repeat(init)

otowi/

Anch-L-BR

Aln-Red-L

Aln-Rt-L

o.to.-o.to.wi

3!

o.t-o.to.wi

2

c.

o.-o.to.wi

*!

d.

t-o.to.wi

*!

e.

w-o.to.wi

f.

o.t-o.-o.wi

*Repeat

*

1

*

*!

1

*

*!

1
2!

We know from Type B that the operative *Repeat constraint must outrank

Align-Root-L.

Therefore, this form provides additional evidence that we need *Repeat(init) rather than general *Repeat.

6 Conclusion and discussion
•

The rankings motivated above are summarized in (42):

(42)

Ranking summary for Tawala reduplication

Faith-IO
*Repeat(init)

Anchor-L-BR

ContigC-BR

Align-Red-L
Align-Root-L
*Repeat

•

ContigV-BR

I have proposed two revisions to Hicks Kennard's (2004) analysis:

(43)

Splitting Contiguity-BR

into separate constraints, one banning consonant skipping, the other

banning vowel skipping.

,→

This xes HK's unrecognized prediction of Type A (C1 V2 -) reduplication for C1 V1 C2 V2 -initial
bases.

(44)

Restricting the active *Repeat constraint to

,→

initial position.

This xes HK's unrecognized prediction of Type D reduplicative inxation to repair non-baseinitial repetitions, as well as V1 C2 V2 - reduplication for vowel-initial roots where V1 = V2 .

10
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These changes allow us to understand the system as preferring the shortest possible reduplicant, subject
to the needs of higher-ranked constraints.

◦

This is consistent with the a-templatic approach to reduplication (e.g. Spaelti 1997, Hendricks 1999,
Riggle 2006, Zuko 2016).

◦

This is also consistent with the observed stress facts, such that reduplication-specic stress (or footing)
requirements can induce exceptional stress while not having an eect on reduplicant shape.

6.1 Relativized Contiguity and gradient evaluation
⋆

The relativized

Contiguity approach
Contiguity.

not only solves the Type B copying problem, it claries HK's

gradient evaluation of

•

For example, in Type A forms, HK (314) uses

Contiguity-BR

to prefer copying V2 [bi-beiha] (45b) rather

than V3 *[ba-beiha] (45c), under the assumption that the latter incurs greater
(45)

Selecting the reduplicative vowel with gradient

/red,
a.
b.

be-be.i.ha

☞

c.

⋆

*Repeat(init)

beiha/

Contiguity

Contiguity

violation.

(HK's approach)

Contig-BR

*!

bi-be.i.ha

*

(e)

ba-be.i.ha

**!*

(e,i!,h)

However, if we adopted the traditional, categorical denition (cf. (11a)), we actually shouldn't be able to
distinguish between the two:

(46)

Traditional denition of

(Input) Contiguity

(HK:308; cf. McCarthy & Prince 1995:123)

Assign one violation * if the reduplicant doesn't correspond to a contiguous substring of the base.

→

On the other hand, my new denition, repeated here (cf. (11b, 15, 16) above), spells out a method for
categorical violation assignment over multiple loci.

(47)

Contiguity(X)-B(→)R

( Don't skip X'sBR ):

For a reduplicant string r1 ...rn standing in correspondence with a base string b1 ...bn , assign one
violation * for each

•

segment/C/V/X

With this in hand, for a Type A base,

between b1 and bn which lacks a correspondent in r1 ...rn .

ContigC-BR

will rule out Vn>2 -copying (48c) because it skips

any/all subsequent consonant(s):
(48)

Selecting the reduplicative vowel with relativized

/red,

beiha/

a.
b.

be-be.i.ha

☞

c.

•

*Repeat(init)

Contiguity

ContigC-BR

ContigV-BR

*!

**

*!

bi-be.i.ha

*

ba-be.i.ha

(h!)

(e,i)

Even if we had an example with no subsequent consonants, e.g. a hypothetical root /beia/ (49),

ContigV-BR

would assign a fatal violation for skipping V2 and any subsequent vowels (49c).
(49)

Contiguity and hypothetical Type A root

/red,

beia/

a.
b.
c.

→

be-be.i.a

☞

*Repeat(init)

/beia/

ContigC-BR

ContigV-BR

*!

bi-be.i.a

*

ba-be.i.a

**!

(e,i!)

This shows that this revised approach addresses multiple analytical questions within Tawala, as well as
giving us traction on our theoretical understanding of

11
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6.2 Comparison with Morphological Doubling Theory
•

Haugen & Hicks Kennard (2011) argue that Tawala's reduplicant-shape alternations are impossible to
analyze in Morphological Doubling Theory (MDT; Inkelas & Zoll 2005 [IZ]).

◦

HHK assert that these patterns constitute base-dependence (IZ:92), because the shape of the reduplicant crucially depends on information present only in the surface reduplicant+base string.

◦
•

IZ claim that MDT predicts the absence of such patterns. Therefore, Tawala poses a problem for MDT.

HHK work through an MDT analysis of Tawala, and show that it hits serious roadblocks, as expected.

◦

However, Zuko (2021a,b) shows, contra HHK, that there is a workable MDT analysis, as long as
MDT is equipped with the following machinery:

Machinery required for an MDT analysis of Tawala

(50)

a.

Morpho-prosodic structure whose sole purpose is to create a faithfulness asymmetry later in the
derivation

b.

Dual application of markedness (in this case, *Repeat(init)) at intermediate stages only but

c.

Semantically vacuous nodes that allow for ad hoc opacity

nowhere else in the language

→
•

Essentially, the MDT analysis is based entirely around ad hoc opacity.

Compare this to the BRCT analysis:

Nature of the BRCT analysis of Tawala

(51)

a.

Entirely surface-oriented

b.

Uses a single, relatively simple constraint ranking

c.

The only real novelty is rening the denition of

Contig-BR in order to allow it to be relativized

to consonants and vowels

⋆

While arguments from under-generation and over-generation are obviously stronger, this does give us a
clear argument from economy and elegance (and, to some extent, maybe over-generation too) in favor of
BRCT over MDT.
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